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Letter from the Editor
Whenever I see images from newly-developed

image. Our own perspective, and the perspectives and

photographs, I am surprised by how much my

even feelings of the people around us, can illuminate

attitude, situational understanding, and emotional

these pictures just as much as light and color.

experience can be captured on film. I started taking

This is so often true of the ways in which affect—an

black and white photographs when I was a teenager,

often-contested term—can be seen to illuminate our

and developed them in my basement. In recent years,

own field experiences; and the cultural, political, and

a colleague encouraged me to take it up again, this

deeply personal experiences of the other people in our

time switching to color film, to document my time in

spheres. The emulsification of what is so often neatly

the field and to provide an artistic outlet during the

parsed into the “emotional,” “mental,” and “physical”

pressures of graduate school. So often, we become

realms is becoming an essential part of scholarly

accidentally immune to photographic images. Thanks

efforts to deepen our engagements and redefine our

to widely-available digital technology, photographs

relationships with sites, interlocutors, and practices in

are more and more ubiquitous—and therefore, often

the field.

underrated, and seen as disposable or pedestrian. But

This issue’s cover image, which is reproduced

sometimes the pictures that we use to exemplify our

on pg. 3, is a photograph I took in a medieval chapel

time in the field capture so much more than the literal

during the 2019 Choralies choral festival in France. As
continued on next page . . .
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Letter from the Editor
. . . continued

much as the photo is indeed a “mistake,” made blurry

Esperanza Spalding’s use of “spell-song” in her 2019

due to light conditions, slow shutter speed, and my

album 12 Little Spells, Jacob Secor amplifies Spalding’s

lack of physical balance when I took the picture,

vision and feeling, relegating scholarly documentation

it evokes the affective whirlwind of pre-dress-

to copious footnotes, in an effort to honor the artist’s

rehearsal machinations. Or, at least, it summons

creative, affective, and physical investment in her work.

many feelings that I had in that moment and in

In Dear SEM, Dr. Ana Hofman homes in on the ways in

subsequent memorialization, and, hopefully, shares

which affect is “...a tool for fostering an understanding

some of that essence with the viewer. Photos like

of the political beyond liberal thought” (pg. 5). Jillian

this are a powerful tool for fieldworkers, in that they

Fischer, Dr. Max Z Jack, and Anna Wright all query the

can conjure memory, sometimes in a visceral way.

interconnections between affect, physicality, cultural

But this photo also emphasizes the singularity of

context, and political aims in their own ways. And, in

each individual’s experience, reminding me that my

Brian Fairley’s interview with Dr. Roger Mathew Grant,

interpretation is only a part of an aggregate whole.

the concept of affect is situated in a cultural history that

This tensions between affect, self, and the field
are a recurrent preoccupation throughout this
issue. Pushing further beyond the initial iterations

shows how understandings of these tensions have built
and morphed over time.
The

vast

personal

and

contextual

affective

of reflexivity in our fieldwork and scholarship, the

divergences within confluent and co-experienced

authors in Thoughts from the Field discuss their

events, among many other factors, is why it is

efforts

affectively-invested

essential that we welcome and foreground different

fieldwork, accessed through their own personal and/

voices—from different backgrounds, scholastic paths,

or professional vulnerability. In his discussion of

demographics, and points-of-view—in our work, and

to

trust

embodied,

continued on next page . . .
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Letter from the Editor
. . . continued

champion the invested and sincere efforts of those scholars whose beliefs and affective experiences sometimes
diverge from our own. We can also offer this challenge of thoughtful engagement and inclusivity, and the thought
processes that sustain it, to our students. Work done in the classroom to redefine the assumptions of our field, of
academics in general, and of the polarized cultural world in which we live, is as much our bailiwick as exposing
those assumptions. This work often requires more self-awareness, compassion, imagination, and affective effort
than the tasks associated with building skills or communicating facts and dates; and it may be what students are
more likely to remember when the class is long over. The more we are aware of affect in our lives, our work, and
our fieldwork experiences, the more affective sensitivity we can pass along to our students and our colleagues, (re)
inscribing these nuances into the culture of our academic field. I hope that the Student News can be a place to
foster this empathetic effort, alongside the theoretical and practical investments we often discuss—and I also hope
that everyone feels invited to participate in the discussions here. I, and the rest of the Student News staff, look
forward to working with you all as we combine our varied and wide-ranging voices.

Eugenia Siegel Conte
University of California, Santa Barbara

Cover Image. Setting up for a dress-rehearsal in the Eglise Haut during the
Choralies Festival, Vaison-la-Romaine, France, August 2019.
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Dear SEM,
A Response Column by Eugenia Siegel Conte (University of California, Santa Barbara), with Dr. Ana Hofman
(Institute of Cultural and Memory Studies—Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts)
What is affect? And how can we include it in our scholarship and pedagogy? In search of a nuanced answer to
these questions, we circulated the following prompt, seeking new ideas for how affect can influence scholarship
and pedagogy:
“The inclusion of affect theory in ethnomusicological study makes use of a variety of definitions for ‘affect,’ drawn
from multiple different authors. How do you define ‘affect,’ why do you use this definition, and in what ways do
you apply affect theory in your scholarship, classroom, or fieldwork interactions?”
In her response, Dr. Ana Hofman addresses these questions, and explores far beyond them by connecting the
power inherent in affective experience with the political uses and contexts into which affect can be infused. Her
framing suggests that, by acknowledging individualized experience, we are not leaving the political behind—
indeed, we are unmasking and embracing the inner affective drive of politics and cultural comprehension.

Dr. Ana Hofman (Institute
of Cultural and Memory
Studies—Research Centre of
the Slovenian Academy of
Sciences and Arts)
In my recent work on affect,
I tend to move away from an
unproductive debate about its ontological status. I
believe that instead of searching for conceptual purity
or a “clear” definition of what affect is, we do not have
to be afraid of affect’s conceptual elusiveness and the
fact that it is often used as a synonym for emotion,
senses, feeling, or mood.1 Rather, I argue for the
importance of situating our theorizations of affect as
a concept, method, and interpretative register within
concrete spatiotemporal contexts: in my ongoing
project I call for further historicizing of common and
current applications of affect theory in music and
sound studies. I am interested in affect as a strategic
operation of promise, a need or a quest for vital power
in the moment of political exhaustion from global
neoliberalism. To be more precise, I argue that current
works on affect tell us much less about the very nature
of affect, and much more about a desire to radically
reshape our understanding of where and how we
search for political potentialities (see Hofman 2020).
This is why I study affect as a conceptual ground for
inscribing promises of new politics in the time of
global neoliberalism.

I apply this approach in my book project,
Socialism, Now! Music and Activism after Yugoslavia. In
this work, I describe affective encounters that are at
the center of what I call the sonic infrastructures of the
political, a model that provides insight into aspects of
political agency that have otherwise remained hidden.
Alongside examining how collectively singing and
listening to antifascist songs enables an affectivelyinstigated rupture in the collective atmosphere of
political apathy and foreclosure in post-Yugoslav
societies, I am also concerned with the broader
questions of why, how, and when we privilege affect
when thinking about the political capacities of music
and sound.
In this matter, I particularly focus on two aspects:
1) Affect as a conceptual niche for questioning
“content-” or “message-oriented” politics, what I call the
paradigm of the politics of the apolitical. By this I mean a
view that theorizes sensorial aspects of aural experience
that are usually dismissed as invisible, mundane, or
hidden.2 Affect is currently one of the key concepts in
understanding contemporary political engagement,
particularly new social movements after 2008 and
the state of overlapping crises of global neoliberalism.
Contemporary public engagement is perceived as less
defined by belonging, ideology, and identity; and much
more delineated by the elusive realm of collective

1 For more about the application of affect theory in ethnomusicology see, among others, Atanasovski 2015; Hofman 2015;
and Gill 2017.
2 For examples, note the works of Hesmondalgh 2013; Thompson and Biddle 2013; Voegelin 2014; Garcia 2015;
Steingo 2016; LaBelle 2018; McMillan 2019; Guilbault 2019.

continued on next page . . .
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Dear SEM,

. . . continued

energy, feelings, and affects that questions existing categories of identifications (see Alexandrakis 2016). Affect is thus
understood as a force that breaks the containers of subjectivity and opens a possibility to be, and to act, with others,
opposing social fragmentation and highly particularized social strata.
2) Affect as a conceptual tool for going beyond a liberal paradigm of social change. Several authors (Berlant 2011, 261-62; Berardi
2009, 192; and Chaudhary 2019) engage with exhaustion as the prevailing social atmosphere of global neoliberalism
manifested on multiple levels: as a kind of collective sense of uncertainty and precarity, and as a crisis of political
agency that has different meanings and modalities in different spatiotemporal contexts. In such a social and political
environment, affective politics are not directed toward “concrete” political demands, but are the only remaining
methods for fighting exhaustion and sustaining life itself. Therefore, I argue that focus on affect enables us to shift our
attention from the discourses of social change toward an understanding of politics as the potential to shape livable
life (Butler 2015). This is where affect might help in generating a view that moves beyond the continuous emphasis on
outcomes, results, and effects as mantras of the current neoliberal moment.

To summarize, I not only put an emphasis on the invisible structures of the political, but also use affect as a
tool for fostering an understanding of the political beyond liberal thought. My research shows that affective aspects
of aural experience cannot be easily assigned a potential in exceeding power relations. It questions the approach
to affect that often draws on the romantic view that structures
of power function mainly through visible and rational means,
while the invisible and affective realm is left for subversion and
resistance, and rarely acknowledges or conceptualizes affect as
caught in the power relations that it aims to supersede, as pointed
out by Lauren Berlant (2011). The view from the post-Yugoslav
fringe (or the former Second World) calls for fuller engagement
with refining questions of affect’s ambiguous political potential
in the today’s world. It cautions against celebrating affect as a
new ground for bringing alternative social relations to life, based
on the liberal division between overreaching structures of power
on one hand and resisting subjects on the other .3 I hope that this
attempt to theorize affect as a tool for grasping the broader shifts
in the very understanding of what is political contributes to
more nuanced thinking about affect and its current applications
in the field of music and sound studies.

...I not only put an
emphasis on the

invisible structures
of the political, but
also use affect as a
tool for fostering an

understanding of the

political beyond
liberal thought.
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Over the last eight years, we have touched on many topics, including sound and
sensory studies, decolonization, the job market, health, diaspora, interdisciplinarity,
funding, and more. You can check them all out by visiting semsn.com.
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Thoughts from the Field
Whirlpools

A Column by Hannah Adamy (University of California, Davis), with contributors Anna Cole (Wheaton
College), Chris Johnson (University of Indiana, Bloomington), Lydia Warren (University of Virginia), Bradford
Garvey (Amherst College), and Andreja Vrekalić (Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, Croatia).
“The field” can feel like a whirlpool. It tugs on your skin. It subsumes you in the needs, pain, desires, joys,
and knowledge of others. We know that sound is powerful in “the field”: it coordinates, subordinates,
obliterates. Sound is an invitation to action, or a caution to stay still: look for the source, or let your
cochlea marinate for awhile and become pruney. Through sound, we know that perhaps we are not as
autonomous as we thought: my body’s vibration vibrates air, vibrates water, vibrates another flesh. Sound
spills, overflows; it’s the excess.
I think of our contributions as eddies in a river: little stopping points on flowing water’s journey from its
source(s) to another source. Anna Cole attends to how the Turkish government wielded power and
charged the Syrian community’s affective flow with anxiety and fear, which influenced what “research”
meant for her. [power] In a similar way, Christopher Johnson mentions how DJs in New Delhi manage
affective flow in clubs through music: an exercise of power through which music prompts bodies to flow
together. [community] Suspending the socio-economic and raced inequalities of Beale Street, Lydia
Warren reflects on the social flow that is possible in her fieldsite: a coordination of bodies through music
that beckons her back and offers another layer to an analysis of the economic and political aspects
of this crossroads of American music. [coordination] Bradford Garvey analyzes a similar coordination of
bodies in Omani dance and how joining the group affective flow allowed him greater insight. [invitation]
Finally Andreja Vrekalić deeply considers her own participation in her fieldsite, as well as reflects on the
affectively charged process of choosing a fieldsite and of choosing to return again and again.
These streams—affect as power, affect as community, affect as coordination, and affect as invitation—
connect these four syntheses and the excesses they attempt to hold. May we all be able to lift our heads
above the swirling water long enough to see and follow the currents that connect our affective vortices.

(s o u r c e (s))
Reflexivity and (Re)negotiated Positionality: Navigating Shifts
in Affect as an Outsider
Anna Cole (Wheaton College)
		

My research in Turkey focused on displaced Syrian musicians and explored their

interactions with Turkish musicians. I primarily followed one Syrian band: attended their
concerts, learned from the musicians at an Arabic music school, and played alongside
members of the group in informal street performances. About halfway through my time in the field, government
policy towards Syrians changed, and my field site began to be marked by increasing fear and anxiety. This shift in
affect was reflected in what now constituted central topics of conversation: stories about acquaintances deported,
jobs lost, and friends who could no longer leave their homes.
I questioned the validity of conducting ethnographic research with a vulnerable population, particularly
one currently facing significant systemic challenges. My project suddenly seemed remarkably insignificant when
contrasted with the issues with which my interlocutors were dealing. While Turkish ethnomusicologists could
serve as a strong voice in the community for the rights of Syrian musicians, I lacked that power as a cultural
outsider and a student.
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Thoughts from the Field
				. . . continued

I realized that I needed
to step back from
my field site at times
to maintain my own

My project adapted. I only sought interviews with

interlocutors with whom I had established a strong relationship
foundation and relied more on participant observation. I
became much more aware of my positioning and visibility as an
American musician and student. My own affective orientation

mental health. I still

heightened, as I realized that I needed to step back from my
field site at times to maintain my own mental health. I still have
no clear answers to the questions that this fieldwork raised and
am uncertain as to what embodied solidarity looks like when in
a foreign cultural context. My presence as an American would
have drawn unwelcome attention in protest spaces, and I lacked
the emic perspective necessary to understand the nuances of
the political and social environment. However, the continued
openness of my interlocutors—a demonstration of trust invested

have no clear answers
to the questions that this
fieldwork raised and am
uncertain as to what

embodied solidarity

in me—reminded me of the privileged position of ethnographic
researchers and the gift of interlocutors sharing deeply personal

looks like...

stories.

(( p o w e r ))
Mobilizing Affective Implications of Genre in New Delhi
Chris Johnson (University of Indiana, Bloomington)
As Kai Fickentscher suggests, the work of the DJ focuses on the creation and maintenance
of the “vibe” (2000, 9), or the circulation of affective energy between the DJ booth and the
audience. In New Delhi, India, the DJs I worked with were acutely aware of the way dance
floors fluctuate and maintain it through a mastery of various techniques. Where I worked
with different kinds of live event DJs, the affective implications of different genres of music
were mobilized to influence this affective energy.
At a birthday party for an Indian friend, we went to a bar in the Hauz Khas village area of the city. The DJ was
playing Bollywood remixes, and the majority of the crowd sang as well as danced along to the songs and respective
choreography from the film. For the people in this and many other examples, Bollywood songs elicit moments of
shared cultural memory and identity—particularly within, though certainly not limited to, the northern, Hindispeaking regions—through dance floor embodiments. Such moments highlight Bollywood’s significance in
discourses of Indian-ness. Yet at a high-end venue in South Delhi, I was attending a workshop and DJ set hosted by
one of my research participants. I asked about playing Bollywood and Punjabi pop and was told that it was banned
in the venue, which, like the five-star hotel clubs in the center of the city, plays exclusively western Top 40 Pop and
EDM.
I came to understand that the banning of Indian popular genres was common practice in certain venues. The
way in which genre operates in these different spaces highlights the diversity of tastes within Delhi, but also the
variety of meanings that these genres carry. Certain spaces, particularly high-end hotel clubs, ban Indian popular
genres to market themselves as more cosmopolitan. Put simply, the genres allowed in different spaces reflect the
broader social relations that are affectively produced on the dance floor. On Delhi dance floors, dancers engage
with affect surrounding sonic experience, as well as belonging or alienation, cosmopolitan aspiration, and identity.
DJs help to direct the affective energy on dance floors and, in doing so, help to shape experiential forms of identity
production.
continued on next page . . .
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Beale Street Flow:
The Indescribability of
Embodied Performance
Lydia Warren (University of
Virginia)

((c o m m u n i t y))
2018, I learned the material in a trial-by-fire haze.
This instilled in me the interdependence, awareness,
and

communication

skills

needed

to

achieve

My research sheds light on the

effortless action and collaboration on stage, which

lived experience of musical labor on

resulted in frequently achieving the group trance-like

Beale Street, a blues music entertainment destination,

state social flow offers. The trust, communication,

National Historic District, and the most visited tourist

and relationships I established as a member of

attraction in Tennessee. I have performed professionally

house bands on Beale allow me to take musical risks

on Beale since 2018, and I have researched it for nearly

that, if the band functions optimally, either sound

a decade. It is not hard to critique Beale as a place of

and feel good or, in the case of mistakes, serve as

systemic inequity and economic disparity, as is the case

constructive feedback, further refining the musical

with most music-based tourism sites: the tips-based

and communicative skills of the band. Social flow

economy, lack of job security, and lack of input musicians

moves us past understandings of performances as

have in decisions about Beale renders it a place of leisure

displays of personal skill into the realm of embodied

for some and a place of unfair labor for others. To my

interactivity.

surprise, however, these tensions I find easy to explain. I

The indescribable feeling and sound that come

struggle to account for the most beautiful, exhilarating,

from social flow draw me to Beale, and keep me

and enjoyable aspect of Beale Street: social flow.

there, night after night, song after song, and difficulty

Flow is an active experience and “a holistic

after difficulty. Social flow is synonymous with

sensation that people feel when they act with total

Beale for me, yet I struggle to describe the feeling of

engagement” (Csikszentmihalyi 1998: 36). Social flow,

these connections and experiences, and the sounds

or the achievement of a flow state by a group of people,

enmeshed in the embodied experience of flowing

allows musicians to think and act together as a unit, to

with others. The best I can do is to encourage people

go beyond playing the predetermined parts of a song,

to drop their preconceived ideas and expectations

and surpass their individual abilities and contributions,

about blues music and tourist spaces and to listen to

to aim for and achieve both a sound and a feeling created

the house bands on Beale, who invisibly invite the

together. When I joined two Beale Street house bands in

audience to flow with them.

Video Link. Vince Johnson & The Plantation All Stars
Live at Rum Boogie Cafe on Beale St, Memphis, TN.
Author pictured on the left.
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((c o o r d i n a t i o n))
Synchrony and Affective
Participation in Omani Dance
Bradford Garvey (Amherst College)
During my fieldwork with Arab men’s
dance troupes in the Sultanate of Oman, I
had in mind an old ethnomusicological
chestnut: there is no music without movement. Nevertheless, I
failed to appreciate the extent that music compels movement
along several concurrent vectors that buzz with affective
potential: the coordinated animation of bodies; the circulation
of affective-emotional energy; the intermingling of voices, ideas,
and gestures. In al-razḥa, a collective war dance performed by
Arab men all over Oman, lines of dancers circle one another
and frame a pair of drummers. Movement, synchronized and
communal, suffuses live performance. Every element moves in
concert.
When I danced alongside Omani performers, I appreciated
the synchronization as well as the idiosyncratic ways that
performers enter into that movement. While my expectations
of synchrony conjured images of groups of Olympic swimmers,
a wide range of movements were considered by participants
to be part of a successful performance—some
dancers led with their left foot, others the right,
some leaned towards the center of the dancing
circle, while others squared their shoulders in
the counterclockwise direction of the dancing
lines. In complex genres like al-razḥa, the delicate
transference and amplification of affect is achieved
by careful, responsive interaction to personalized
movement based on performers’ habituation to
the exigencies of collective dance. Attending to
the ranges of affective engagement that music
impelled

within

concrete

environments

and

contexts of performance focused my research
questions on the ways in which meaning is formed
in relational interaction—social action—which
always necessitated thoughtful, deeply
movement.

sociable

Images 1 & 2. The Ga‘rūf brothers drumming
for a razḥa performance by the Firqat al-‘Arabī
in Birkat al-Mawz, Sultanate of Oman.
Photographs by the author.
continued on next page . . .
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((i n v i t a t i o n))
Lost (in) Ethnography, Found (in) Music—My True Ethnomusicology?

Andreja Vrekalić (Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, Croatia)

Reflecting on my fieldwork experience in medical ethnomusicology, I could courageously
say I was seduced by a lot of challenges: searching for the true field, situating the field, and
negotiating with the field (Vrekalić 2017; Vrekalić 2019). Since starting ethnographic research
of/in music therapy for patients suffering from depression or related mental disorders at the
Psychiatric Day Clinic at the University Hospital in Zagreb, Croatia, I have been struggling with
a paradigmatic issue: what is my (medical) ethnomusicology in relation/opposition to true Croatian ethnomusicology
(Vrekalić 2016)? More generally, to quote Timothy Rice: “Where can we go to work ethnomusicologically today,
and what kind of work should we be doing there?” (2014, 191).
Most of the time, I feel lost in my ethnography (Smith and Delamont 2019), and try to clarify why I chose
it at all. What I could determine is that the fieldwork selection criteria were not rationally perceived; that is, I
did not select my field site for its connection with conventions in Croatian ethnomusicology (Ceribašić 1998).
Rather, in choosing my fieldwork, I “perceived emotionally first, and then rationalised” (Ceribašić 1998, 56). In this
way, feeling and rationalizing are inseparable. The

The feeling is the first, intuitive
reaction, and rationalizing
is the longer process of

reflection that asks “Why this

feeling is the first, intuitive reaction, and rationalizing
is the longer process of reflection that asks “Why this
intuition?” and consequently: “What kind of work
should I be doing with it?”
The feeling of inner peace and satisfaction while
rationalizing the field could be good guidance;
however, the rational clarification of emotional
connectedness with the field brought new challenges.
The field imposed questions like “What will you give
us in return?” and “Andreja, how do you feel after our

intuition?” and consequently:

music therapy session?”—questions I was not prepared

“What kind of work should I be

ethnomusicological work; and the second, “emotions

doing with it?”

the experience.

to answer. The first question imposed a kind of applied
in the field,” (Davies and Spencer 2010), learning to
evaluate my own frame of mind throughout and after
I decided to follow the questions and feel the field.
Thus far, I have not found a concrete solution to give

the field something significant in return. However, I find particularly interesting how my “shadow in the field” tied
into my emotions in the field: the lack of frequent fieldwork and methodological “obstacles” I complained about
gave me research silence in which I could process in-depth what I experienced during music therapy sessions.
Musicking with the patients revealed not only things about my research but also personal barriers. I could
hardly explain why I tend to “hide” and not be completely honest with myself regarding my emotionality, which
I began to expose while doing fieldwork. I am convinced that it gives me a great ability to empathize, a skill I
consider crucial for doing my fieldwork.

continued on next page . . .
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Thoughts from the Field
				. . . continued

We should seek and work within ourselves, which is directly
reflected in the field we choose. Once there, we should feel the
field and let the field transform us in order to be able to give
the field something in return and/or transform it through our
knowledge of it. Given my personal musical preferences, I would
not consider most of the music in this context as “my music” at
all, but what I conclude is that the field is I and I am the field. For
me, a process of deep, intentional reflection is what it means to
work ethnomusicologically.

(s o u r c e (s))

We should seek and work

within ourselves,
which is directly reflected
in the field we choose.
Once there, we should
feel the field and let the
field transform

us...
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Dialoguing with Pieces of My Body

Affect, Sound Objects, and the De-Corporealizing Self
By Jesse Freedman (University of California, Riverside)
I have noticed, over the course of my driving life, that I need to be extremely careful about what type of music
I play in the car. If the music is overly aggressive, I tend to suffer from a regrettable “lead foot”—and even more
regrettable case of road rage. Conversely, if you pull up behind my car on the freeway and I am driving 45 mph in
the fast lane, oblivious to the horns of angry drivers passing me on my right, there is a good chance I am listening
to something subdued and relaxing. Originally, I thought that there might be some correlation between the beat
(i.e., the beats per minute) and my car’s velocity. I have found, though, that the tempo of a piece is not the sole
determiner of the relative space between the corpulence and weightlessness that I feel in my accelerating foot.
Instead there is a sense of being acted upon by the music in such a way that appendages in my driving body seem
to slip away from a larger sense of bodily unity.
I am sure we have all experienced something along these lines ranging from the more extreme musically
inspired careening down the freeway to the unconscious tapping of a foot. For me, the bodily responses that
momentarily render aspects of my corporeality under the hypnotic control of my stereo parallels my understanding
of what is meant by “affect.” Deleuze suggests affect is “a prepersonal intensity corresponding to the passage from
one experiential state of the body to another and implying an augmentation or diminution in that body’s capacity
to act” (Massumi 1987, xvi). This statement certainly corresponds to my body’s experience in the car. According
to Roger Mathew Grant (2018), the bodily oriented language that we see here in Deleuze marks a larger trend in
what he calls the “affective turn” of late-twentieth and early-twenty-first centuries, which foregrounds the affected/
affecting subject, while downplaying the role of a subject-object dialectic in affective experience (46–7). While
my driving dilemma does offer an exciting opportunity for bodily self-investigation, a more recent example of
a related issue may serve to demonstrate a more constellational and dialectic view of affect regarding the body,
memory, and objects.
For the past ten years I have been a serious and committed runner, and I have noticed that my foot-specific
problem while driving takes on a more comprehensive corporeal significance during a run. Whereas the
relationship between listening to music and driving is generally marked by how aggressively or defensively I am
moving down the road, running for me tends to produce something much more diffuse, intersecting between
my own personal spirituality and physicality. A recent (albeit unremarkable) story will serve to illuminate: This
past August marked the 50th anniversary of the Woodstock Music and Art Festival, and many archival field and
stage recordings, heretofore unreleased, were being examined over its anniversary weekend in an elegant radiodocumentary program. As a longtime fan of 60s rock

...a dialog opens up
between my dis/embodied

affective response and

music as well as someone curious about Woodstock for as
long as I have had a musical identity, I decided to go for a
long run and listen to the broadcast of this program on my
local NPR station.
Most runners will know the way the brain’s focus
operates on a kind of patrol about the body, periodically

the materialization of my

checking in consciously on a number of functions such

memories, fantasies, and

which otherwise self-regulate due to the monotony and

histories in the form of a

sensory input to the physical activity, sensations laden

media object.

unconscious bodily activities became more and more

as respiration, pace and gait and arm movement, all of
repetition of the running motion. By adding a further
with personal nostalgia and history, the depth of my
pronounced. As my cognitive patrol passed to my feet
during a recording of “Sha Na Na,” I noticed my gait was
continued on next page . . .
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Dialoguing with Pieces of My Body
. . . continued

light and quicker than on a previous pass. My head,

beyond a subject-object exchange, and begins to look

normally erect and stable, began to sway during the

more like what Grant, summarizing Michael Hardt,

famous Carlos Santana guitar solo. A surprising echo

describes as a relationship in which “the subject’s body

overcame my otherwise measured silent breathing

is found on both sides of this polarity; it occupies the

during Richie Havens’ haunting lyrics, responding

site of inception as well as the site of reception” (2018,

in my own sotto voce: “Sometimes...I feel...Like a

46).

motherless child.”

However, whereas Hardt is still arguing more of

These affective experiences, which bounce around

a binary exchange between a passive subject and an

my own physicality, incite a kind of bodily loss and

active object (ibid.), I am interested in considering a

fragmentation described by Jean-François Lyotard. In

more fractured dialogue occurring in, and around, a

Driftworks he states, “there has never been anything but

mediating object. In this sense, it may be more useful

pieces of a body and there will
never be a body, this wandering
collection

being

the

very

affirmation of the non-body”
(1984, 10). Lyotard labors at
great length in a number of his
works to take apart the human
body as a means of dealing
with

the

meta-narratives

posed by modernity (Cooper
2002, 90) and his retroactive
acknowledgement

and

im-

aging of such a fragmented
body

serves

to

dismantle

the notion of the body as a

to explore the possibilities for

When I embrace these
small affective tendencies,

my personal
deconstruction

becomes something

powerful, generative,
and, I think possibly,

political.

stable site for interaction and

dialogic engagement in the
context we are considering in a
manner consistent with actornetwork theory (ANT). Bruno
Latour

(1996)

argues

that

actor-networks do not follow
set paths and are continually
heterogeneous and changing.
He states that “ANT makes no
assumption at all, and in order
to

remain

uncommitted

it

needs to set its instrument by
insisting on infinite pliability
and

absolute

freedom...any

association is possible provided

communication. Simon Cooper further notes, “Indeed

it is obsessively coded as a heterogeneous association

the body itself is no longer regarded as a stable symbol

through translations” (374–5). The randomness and

of identity, but is subject to a variety of practices which

decentralization that I experienced within my body

can reconfigure its meanings” (92).

during this particular run reflects Latour’s framing of

Where Lyotard (1991) views our de-corporealizing

corporeal forces (whether they be individual, social,

as a mode of human sustainability and survival on an

corporate, etc.) structuring around and defining

otherwise determinate course towards an “entropic

themselves with, and against, an actant (ibid., 373).

tidal wave” (22), I am curious about how the affective

It is through this networking with and against the

fragmenting of my body while I listen to an historic

materiality of—what is in this case—a musical recording

recording opens up the opportunity to inhabit the

that enables a more complex exchange between my

mediating space between the subject and object of

own self and the historical and memoratic potency of

affective experience. In other words, a dialog opens

this particular musical experience.

up between my dis/embodied affective response and

For me, as the acted-upon, this music comes to

the materialization of my memories, fantasies, and

me with a rich signifying potential; it ties in moments

histories in the form of a media object. In this way, the

of my own musical development such as my mother’s

communicative potential of this experience goes

stories of attending Woodstock and our singing 60’s
continued on next page . . .
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Dialoguing with Pieces of My Body
. . . continued

folk songs when I was a child. As an actor in a network, my body is able to splinter apart and communicate with
those memories (in turn communicating with musicians and audience members across a fifty-year span) through
their affective embodiment in my decentralized body. This networked feature of affective experience is consistent
with Ben Anderson’s (2014) assertion that affect is (in contradistinction to Deleuze) not pre-personal, but what he
terms “transpersonal.” In this process, we are subject to “forces of existing” in which our own bodily capacities are
“mediated through forces that exceed the person” (87–8). I would argue that succumbing to the aforementioned
description of bodily fragmentation (per Lyotard) provides an arena to explore the nature of and opportunities
within this mediating exceptionalism.
Grant arrives at a similar conclusion in his historiographic critique of the relationship between affect and
music. He argues that it is crucial to return objects to the discussion of affect by foregrounding the potential for
affective objects to possess a transferable and inherent signifying potential such as we see in my musical experience
(2018, 52–3). For Grant, this is a means to analyze the relationship between affect and ideology. For our purposes
here however, I am more interested in how affective responses can open up modalities for communication across
gaps between cultures, identities, and even temporalities. What I am referring to here as a de-corporealized
response or an engagement with an affecting object appears to be one strategy permitting the imbuement of
objects with Grant’s signifying potential and affording a filling of communicative space. Whether this response
comes in the form of my “lead foot” while driving, or the succumbing of my physical and historical self to a sound
object during a high-intensity physical activity, the role of affect in these otherwise quotidian moments affords
opportunities to realize the spaces and intersections within and around Lyotard’s “wandering collection.” When I
embrace these small affective tendencies, my personal deconstruction becomes something powerful, generative,
and, I think possibly, political. If the body’s unraveling affords a more complex communication with objects and
the history and networks in which they necessarily exist, then the role of affect permits this unraveling, allowing
participation in and with these networks. In this current issue of SEM Student News I hope that we can open up
new discussions for exploring the role of affect, not only within our own bodies, but how it shapes our relations
with the world around us.
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A Musical Act of Gaiety on NPR’s Tiny Desk Concert
Common at the White House

By Aubrie Powell (University of New Mexico)1
In May 1970, the Lavender Menace interrupted the second annual National Organization
for Women (NOW) meeting in Manhattan. The disapproving audience denounced the
demonstrators for commandeering the meeting to promote their lesbian agenda. As the
protesters called for support, a plant in the audience, Karla Jay, rose and shouted, “Yes, yes,
sisters! I’m tired of being in the closet because of the women’s movement.” With this, Jay began
unbuttoning her blouse, to the horror of the homophobic audience, revealing a Lavender

Menace T-shirt underneath. Then members of the Lavender Menace also began a striptease. As they stripped off
their own shirts, they too revealed another just like it underneath, eliciting laughs from the crowd. The audience,
initially hostile, was now firmly on the protestors’ side (Warner 2012, ix-x).
According to feminist studies scholar Sara Warner, this recounting exemplifies acts of gaiety as “playful
methods of social activism and mirthful modes of political performance that inspire and sustain deadly serious
struggles for revolutionary change” (2012, xiv). Acts of gaiety are defined broadly as initiating positive affective
responses like humor, emotional release, hopefulness and joy, associated with difference that spans across identity
boundaries to forge links of commonality. Warner defines gaiety as not deluded sweetness or obliviousness, but a
purposeful form of endurance and resistance.
Such acts are political in nature. As activist Carol Hanisch has considered, “the personal is political” and when
there is no personal solution the consciousness and collective action around an issue becomes political out of
necessity (2006).2 In Karla Jay’s performative act of stripping away one identity for another, her act of gaiety
challenges the homophobic expectation of over-sexualized lesbians. As the other members of the Lavender Menace
strip away their facades to reveal the same, the act illuminates the members of the Lavender Menace’s common
desire for the same political recognition and advocacy as NOW—to be seen beyond stereotyped roles.
Warner describes acts of gaiety in relation to the late 20th century LGBT movement, yet uses queer theory
broadly, extending to spectrums of cultural normalcy and deviance. Such an idea can be extrapolated to other
mediums and circumstances. I investigated musical acts of gaiety in one performance on the National Public Radio
Tiny Desk concert series. Through musical analysis, I argue that the performance of Chicago rapper Common
illustrates an act of gaiety that emotionally engages listeners in hearing his political message through stylistic
crossover and harmonic accentuation. Common’s performance was selected as part of my thesis work on Tiny
Desk concerts because of his overt political stance in “Letter to the Free,” which I see as one example of an act of
gaiety.3
Tiny Desk features live video recordings of invited artists, usually in the office space of NPR Music in Washington,
D.C., and its YouTube channel reaches millions of monthly viewers. The Tiny Desk’s live component allows the
artist to contextualize their performance, creating an intimacy that has been considered more connective between
artist and listener (Crispin and Österijö 2017, 300) and more communicative through the facial and body language
that parallels the sound ( Juslin and Timmers 2010, 469). Common’s performance is unusual, recorded in the White
House Library, doubly validated by NPR and the Obama White House as a platform featuring culturally significant
performances (Common 2016).4
continued on next page . . .
1 This research is part of my current master’s in musicology thesis tentatively titled, “NPR’s Tiny Desk: Vocalities of Outrage
and Acts of Gaiety,” under the advisement of Dr. Ana R. Alonso-Minutti. Part of this project was surveying the performance
from July 2016 through June 2017.
2 In the introduction, Hanisch admits that she was not the one who titled the essay; rather it was editors Shulie Firestone and
Anne Koedt of Notes from the Second Year.
3 Common performed with award-winning Robert Glasper on keys, producer Karriem Riggins on drums, Keyon Harrold on
trumpet, Elena Ayodele on flute, Derrick Hodge on electric bass, and guest vocalist Bilal Oliver.
4

NPR Music journalists and Tiny Desk Creative Director Bob Boilen establish this before Common’s performance.
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A Musical Act of Gaiety
		. . . continued
In examining performances, I utilize Leonard

DuVernay’s

documentary,

13th

(2016),

on

mass

Meyer’s expectation theory of emotion in music in

incarceration. The content of Common’s rap is an

which he states, “affect or emotion-felt is aroused when

example of what Rabaka calls “[a] musical mouthpiece-

an expectation—a tendency to respond—activated

and-socio-political movement relationship” (2012, 13)

by the musical stimulus situation, is temporarily

showing Common’s relation to the social and political

inhibited” (Meyer 1956, 31). Expectation is an act that

Black Lives Matter movements and his recognition of

allows the listener to perform conscious or unconscious

the mass incarceration of black men as the “New Jim

predictions about musical patterns drawing from

Crow” (Alexander, 2010). While providing commentary

cultural experience and musical structure. In my

on race politics in the U.S., Common’s “Letter to the

application

of

this

theory,

Free,” as performed on Tiny

I focus on moments that

...Common’s “Letter to

depart from or accentuate
cultural or structural
terns

and

interpret

the Free,” as performed

patthese

nonconformities as tools of

on Tiny Desk, cultivates a

resistance and advocacy. This

nurturing environment for

is not to say that unexpected

connection in which musical

outcomes produce a definitive
response,

but

rather

acts of gaiety emerge

that

these moments create potential
and

links

political

of

as moments of release

emotional

commonality

in a tense struggle for

between the artist and their

sociopolitical

audience.
Hip hop studies scholar

change.

Reiland Rabaka linked hip

Desk, cultivates a nurturing
environment for connection
in

which

acts

of

gaiety emerge as moments of
release in a tense struggle for
sociopolitical change.
Within the genre of
hip hop, Common integrates
idioms

utilized

in

African

American spirituals and jazz to
infuse “Letter to the Free” with
social purpose and resistance.
The pentatonic hook, sung
by all the performers, alludes
to spirituals over a four-bar
harmonic

hop and rap as an inherent part of

musical

cycle,

shown

in

pre-Civil Rights

Example 1. W.E.B. DuBois refers to spirituals as “sorrow

Movement black music and politics, but argues

songs” that, although telling of death and suffering,

that political connection is often ignored in current

sustain “a faith in the ultimate justice of things”

mainstream hip hop (2012). In his performance at

where “the minor cadences of despair change often to

the White House Library during Barack Obama’s last

triumph and calm confidence” (DuBois [1903] 2007,

month in office, Common not only recognizes but

175). Cultural historian Josh Kun recognizes this idea

forefronts hip hop’s political strength to advocate

of spirituals as a utopian imagining that “historically

for change in “Letter to the Free,” written for Ava

functioned as a tool of survival and sustenance” that may
continued on next page . . .

Figure 1. “Letter to the Free” hook with simplified
accompaniment, transcription by the author.
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A Musical Act of Gaiety
		. . . continued

Video Link. NPR Tiny Desk Concert “Common
at the White House.” The spoken introduction to
“Letter to the Free” begins at 4:54.
“transfer into the realm of social change” (Kun 2005,

accentuates this modal mixture by approaching the

23-24). The spiritual-like hook connects to Rabaka’s

E-natural from above, arpeggiating the C Major chord

poignant placement of hip hop and bolsters the social

upwards, only to fall chromatically back into C minor,

implications of the song, as Common introduces, “how

creating a brief, but powerful, moment of harmonic

slavery is still alive if you are a criminal” (Common

and emotional release. (This can be heard beginning

2016). Additionally, the instrumental solos on the

at 8:40 in the linked video.)

Tiny Desk concert strengthen the link between hip

In Ayodele’s solo and Common’s performance in

hop and jazz not recorded on the commercial release.

general, there is a sense of relaxed enjoyment, comfort,

The solos, referring to the pentatonic hook and

ease, and joy, what feminist poet Audre Lorde would

“patter” rhythm of the rap, grant the instrumentals

call the power of the erotic, a deep source of social

prominent purchase as in a jazz performance. In this

power. In contrast to the pornographic, Lorde reclaims

solo section, the instruments mark the “change” from

the erotic as “the power which comes from sharing

the C minor despair to a moment of release similar to

deeply any pursuit with another person” (Lorde 1984,

what DuBois credits in “sorrow songs.” An unexpected

56). Within an act of gaiety, the power of the erotic

harmonic and emotional shift to C Major creates the

intertwines the social, the political, and the spiritual,

act of gaiety expressed primarily through the solo

collectively sharing, encountering, and humanizing

section. Throughout this section, C minor is strongly

social difference. The camera shot after Ayodele

established and other harmonic motion blurred

plays the C Major change captures the response of

through syncopation and dyadic clusters, as shown in

the audience, heads bobbing and smiling. Where the

the simplified piano accompaniment in Example 1.

NOW audience saw their common goals with the

The moment of lighthearted release in the

protestors through humor, the Tiny Desk audience

minor saturation marks a change during the solos.

mirrored, through the power the contagious pleasure

This musical act of gaiety culminates when C Major

and satisfaction embodied in the political context of

for two beats challenges the domineering C minor

the performance and Dubois’s noted “change” from

tonality. The instrumental section destabilizes focus

minor saturation to glimpses of hope in the harmonic

on Common’s rap and the established harmonic

release.

base unexpectedly. Elena Ayodele, the flute player,
continued on next page . . .
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A Musical Act of Gaiety
		. . . continued

Acknowledging and
nurturing acts

The connection between hip hop, spirituals, and jazz; the

gaiety, like those

elevation of the instruments in the solo section; the unexpected harmonic twist; and the power of the erotic augment this
fleeting, yet powerfully elegant act of gaiety. Common’s performance presents a musical act of gaiety as a powerful tool
to mitigate interracial and geopolitical difference across musical genres just as the Lavender Menace’s action in the NOW
meeting raised consciousness about the pushing out of a lesbian presence in the women’s movement. Acknowledging and
nurturing acts of gaiety, like those presented by Common and
others performers in the series, reveals tools with the potential to forge links of commonality through ethos fighting for a

of

presented by Common
and other perfomers in
the series, reveals tools
with the potential to forge

links of commonality
through ethos fighting for
a better

otherwise.

better otherwise.
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Atmospheres of Love and Rage
On the Extinction Rebellion Climate Protests

By Dr. Max Z. Jack (Institute for European Ethnology, Humboldt University of Berlin)
Beginning on October 7th,
2019,
to

a

activists

belonging

transnational

is fashioned as a movement aimed at gaining media
attention through civil disobedience in public space.

climate

This aim to address broad audiences in urban space

movement called Extinction

deviates from liberal democratic conceptions of the

Rebellion

began

public sphere as a space for the primarily textual

coordinating demonstrations

circulation of rational-critical discourse (Habermas

in Berlin, London, Mexico

[1962] 1989). In contrast to this normative ideal,

City,

Rio

(XR)

and

Michael Warner points out that performance is often

New York City to bring attention to the emerging

de

Janeiro,

used by underrepresented groups as a form of public

climate crisis. I have begun to notice just how many

address in ways that “fashion their own subjectivities

current political movements rely on the affects

around the requirements of public circulation and

and atmospheres harnessed by protest. The recent

stranger-sociability” (Warner 2002, 87). In direct

Women’s Marches, the Black Lives Matter movement,

opposition to Germany’s slackening climate policies,

Antifa, and the protests in Hong Kong have all emerged

XR uses direct action in public space as a means of

as a desperate means of public address in response to

conveying the present moment as an ecological crisis

the decreasing efficacy of the democratic process and

in order to convince the government to commit to a

increasing degrees of ecological, economic, gendered,

plan that will make Germany carbon neutral by 2025.

and racial precarity around the world. Affect—in short,

For a full week, climate activists who identified

“the capacity to act and be acted upon” (Seigworth and

with the movement converged on Berlin for a set of

Gregg 2010, 1)—can offer ethnomusicologists a way

demonstrations around the city. Waking up early on

in which to examine how power is both challenged

a Tuesday, I rode my bike to the Victory Column near

and reproduced in such charged political contexts.

the Brandenburg Gate, which had been occupied by

Specifically, the ethos of XR is motivated by an air of

activists overnight. Traffic was completely stopped at

desperation aimed at sparking media attention and

the gigantic rotary, which serves as a key transportation

systemic change. Through its
mediation and remediation
on Twitter and the news,
protest becomes a public and
performative operation for
addressing broad publics and
influencing the democratic
process (Taylor 2003).
I was first acquainted with
XR after attending a lecture
on the climate crisis that
was hosted by a commune
in my Berlin neighborhood.
Spilling out onto the streets,

artery in the city of Berlin.

Amongst myriad colorful
banners and painted faces,
a sign hung inconspicuously
that read, “Pardon the
interruption, but this is about
survival.” The riot police
vans arrived on cue, but the
atmosphere was relaxed
and convivial.

people had packed the entire

Instead of the normal sounds
of cars, buses, and tourists, an
internationally sourced mass
of people sat at each entry
to the circle with blankets,
food, and hot tea. Among
myriad colorful banners and
painted faces, a sign hung
inconspicuously
“Pardon

the

that

read,

interruption,

but this is about survival.”
The riot police vans arrived
on cue, but the atmosphere
was relaxed and convivial.

building, and several event organizers came out to

Musicians brought their instruments and took turns

address those like me who had been standing on tiptoe

performing for the protesters. A young woman with a

to get a glimpse into the room but could not actually

guitar and amp stepped up and began teaching the

fit inside. Explicitly nonviolent, Extinction Rebellion

crowd the lyrics to a song:
continued on next page . . .
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donation jar, and headed to the cluster of large tents
We are the action,

where lectures, workshops, and meditation sessions

Extinction Rebellion.

were held each day. It was a place to socialize, learn,

Power to the people,

and strategize, but I also watched spirited debate and

People got the power.

disagreement over how best to solve the climate crisis.

Tell me can you feel it?

Many participants questioned how much trust we

Getting stronger by the hour!

should be placing in capitalist strategies and traditional
democratic institutions in order to solve a problem

Protesters blocked the rotary for two full days
before the police finally managed to remove them.

that these very institutions have been so instrumental
in creating.

These human blockades are challenging for the police

Motivated by feelings of rage and desperation

because whenever they begin to carry protesters out of

yet undergirded by universalist ideals of peace and

the rotary, the XR organizers send a mass text calling

love, the affects of Extinction Rebellion did not

for more bodies and support. The overall strategy of

conform to a single mood or emotional disposition

the protesters is not to hold a particular location for as

at the demonstrations as I had expected, but rather

long as possible, but rather to continue coordinating

splayed out and co-existed in the same shared space.

new locations to shut down traffic throughout the

At Kottbusser Bridge on the fourth day, some activists

city over the span of the week. Operations such as

danced to music in the rain beside the uneasy riot police

this are called swarming in part because the initiatives

while others remained somber in consideration of the

are completely decentralized—they can be initiated

enormity of the task. Others used the time to hang

by anyone with participatory support from the

out with friends—all the while blocking traffic. These

movement’s base throughout the city. Just down the

overlapping pockets of atmosphere in Berlin reflect

river, another crowd of protesters occupied Jannowitz
Bridge and camped out for days before finally being
carried away by the police.
While

these

decentralized

and

spontaneous

protests were occurring all over the city, the “Klima
Kamp” functioned as the hive. Camped out on the
lawn of the German parliament building, participants
had built a small city of people, tents, bathrooms,
running water, a makeshift kitchen, and a small stage
for musical performances for those traveling from
outside of Berlin. Hanging from the info tent at the
entrance was a large banner in neon pink that read,
Tell the Truth!—a slogan directed at the government
to acknowledge climate change as an emergent global
crisis. No single person at the camp is in charge;

Motivated by feelings of
rage and desperation
yet undergirded by
universalist ideas of
peace and love,
the affects of Extinction
Rebellion did not
conform to a single
mood or emotional
disposition...

instead there is an organizational team that works with
rotations of hundreds of volunteers. Upon arrival, I
filled up a mug of coffee, threw some change in the

continued on next page . . .
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competing feelings and responses to the climate crisis,

public. On the other hand, outsider interpretations of

which have coalesced in a united strategy to shut down

the protest do not necessarily align with the intended

the city. In this way, the most flexible and dynamic

meanings of its participants. Many news outlets

social movements (such as Antifa) are those which

frame the protesters as radicals, undercutting the

coordinate action while accommodating competing

movement’s legitimacy by portraying its participants

emotions and even discrepant political ideologies.

as occupying the political margins. In this way, the

The Extinction Rebellion
protests
past

and

the

scientific

demos

extend

“rationality”
data

that

of

points

toward global climate change,
functioning

instead

based

on the “connection between
affect
and

and
belief,

ideology,

feeling

emotion

and

reason”

(Papacharissi

2015,

3)

characterizes

social

that

and political movements at
large. These emotional sites
of assembly are not only a
means of public address, but

socializing capacities of protest

I will also “lend

my

body” (Gaonkar 2014),
because like many of the

unify

its

participants

while

often alienating them from
the broader public as media
reframes and circulates their
stories in ways that fit into
politically

narrow

logics

of

protesters around the
world, I can’t trust that

interpretation. In spite of this,

our government institutions

2014), because like many of the

will save

us.

XR’s

followers

continue

to

assemble in the streets. I will
also “lend my body” (Gaonkar
protesters around the world, I
can’t trust that our government
institutions will save us.

also serve as social milieus,
which are essential to the formation of subversive
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“How Dare You”

Musical Affect and Activism in John Mollusk’s “cover” of Greta
Thunberg’s UN Speech
By Jillian Fischer (University of California, Santa Barbara)
The young Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg has recently made waves internationally
for her inspiration in leading world-wide protests against climate change and, more recently,
her address to the United Nations that bluntly demands change from the world’s political
leaders. This recorded speech quickly made its way across various internet platforms, and
many artists sought to recreate the speech through musical mediums. One such cover is
heavy metal musician John Mollusk’s death metal remix (Mollusk 2019). In this piece, Mollusk
employs typical death metal timbres, including heavy guitar and vocal distortion, and overlays the musical track
to Thunberg’s speech. In an analysis of Mollusk’s cover, I argue that Mollusk uses affect associated with death
metal timbres in order to not only force the audience to pay attention to Thunberg’s words, but also to create an
empathetic state between Thunberg and the listener through the connection between affective and embodied
listening—which can potentially inspire political action.
Mollusk’s cover utilizes many typical death metal timbres throughout the remix, associating Thunberg’s
speech with the genre’s aesthetic priorities. Namely, Mollusk relies on heavily distorted guitar timbres; a pounding
rhythmic section; and the infamous death growl, a form of vocal distortion that requires the vocalist to use deep
growling timbres when reciting the lyrics. These timbres are often
associated with angry and aggressive affect in addition to feelings
of power. Throughout the cover, Mollusk growls Thunberg’s speech
(overlaid on a video of her summit speech) but simultaneously
makes them more understandable, arguably aided by the recognition
and familiarity of Thunberg’s words. The use of vocal distortion in
Mollusk’s cover works on several levels—to fit into death metal’s
generic aesthetics, to draw attention to the words, and ultimately to
invite the listener into a state of empathy.
Music theorist Zachary Wallmark has noted that exact lyrics are
often not the focus in the genre. Rather, the vocals are featured as one
part of an overall distorted soundscape. Quoting The Locust guitarist
Bobby Bray, Wallmark argues that the lyrics and their vocalization are
meant to scream “PAY ATTENTION,” and while the lyrics are often
explorations of darker themes, they are conceived to be as brutal in

The use of vocal
distortion...works on
several levels—to fit into
death metal’s generic
aesthetics, to draw
attention to the words,
and ultimately to invite
the listener into a state
of empathy.

content as the rest of the music is in timbre (Wallmark 2014, 72-75).
Wallmark’s conclusions thus indicate that vocality is more about the
genre’s overall distorted soundscape rather than content. While I would agree with Wallmark in most cases of
death metal, Mollusk’s cover offers a counterpoint to his arguments, as the lyrics remain an integral part of the
song and their understanding is facilitated in several ways. The song contains moments in which Thunberg’s voice
remains clearly audible. Throughout the rest of the song, Mollusk clearly takes care to enunciate Thunberg’s words,
making them more understandable than lyrics in most other death metal songs1. Coupled with the now wellknown speech, portions of which have been quoted repeatedly since the summit, the lyrics remain understandable
and familiar even in potentially unexpected timbres.

1 Part of this may also stem from Mollusk’s career as part of a thrash metal band (Suaka), which often maintains a clearer
sense of the lyrics in their vocalizations.

continued on next page . . .
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. . . continued

Video Link. John Mollusk’s“cover” of Greta
Thunberg’s speech at the United Nations in New
York City on September 23, 2019.
Despite the easier comprehensions of the lyrics (especially compared to other death metal), timbre remains
a necessary element in the effect (and affect) of Mollusk’s cover. The genre’s chaotic timbres have often been
linked to very specific affective responses—namely rage, power, and other forms of transgression—and many have
considered death metal to be the sonic exploration of these affects and topics. Many of Thunberg’s comments
throughout her 2019 speech fit into this aesthetic already. “People are suffering. People are dying. Entire ecosystems
are collapsing.” “We will not let you [the politicians] get away with this.” Thunberg’s harsh accusation, “how dare
you,” is emphasized through repetition in Mollusk’s cover. Wallmark further argues that timbre plays a key role
in the exploration of these topics. The chaotic guitar sounds as if the speakers will blow, and the singers seem like
they are straining their voices (while actually using careful techniques to protect their vocal chords). These sonic
markers of violence allow explorations of chaos in ultimately safe and controlled settings (Wallmark 2014, 76-77).
Despite the ultimately controlled environment in which these timbres occur, death metal encourages, or arguably
forces, its listeners to hear these sounds as a real and immediate sense of danger, especially when listened to at
full volume. Citing Gilles Deleuze’s claims that “music has the power to ‘deeply traverse our bodies, and [put] an
ear in our belly, in our lungs…’”, Wallmark further argues that death metal’s emphasis on loudness, and implicitly
its use of extreme distortion, “break down the barriers separating inside (self) and the outside (other)” (Wallmark
2014, 67).2 As a result, Wallmark claims that death metal timbres are “able to tear the listener out of ‘music-listening’
mode, and [forces] him or her to actually feel the horror,” (Wallmark 2014, 76).
This conclusion may be further strengthened through Deleuze’s assertions of music’s effects on the body and
Wallmark’s arguments of death metal’s emphasis on distortion and loudness. Although Wallmark continues to
explore death metal timbres as aural allusions to danger, and ultimately as a form of ritualized sacrifice in drawing
on Renee Girard’s theories, his assertion that death metal allows its listeners to feel the horror and that the use
of high volumes break down the separation of inside/outside implies that it also invites listeners into a state of
affective empathy. When applied to Mollusk’s cover of Thunberg’s speech, Mollusk’s use of death metal timbres
likewise invites his listeners into an empathetic space with Thunberg, as he growls along with Thunberg’s speech,
emphasizing phrases such as “how dare you” and “you have stolen my dreams and childhood with your empty
words” (Thunberg 2019). Using Thunberg’s words and her rage towards world leaders who have failed to act against
2 Although Wallmark cites the Deleuze quote as being from Bogue’s “Violence in Three Shades,” he also notes that similar
discussions can be found in scholarly metal works by Robert Walser, Deena Weinstein, and Keiran James.

continued on next page . . .
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climate change as well as her fear and anxiety towards the future, Mollusk invites the listeners to feel Thunberg’s
rage with her. We are meant to feel and mirror Thunberg’s affect, not merely hear or understand it, through
Mollusk’s overlay of death metal timbres.
As powerful as this empathetic space may be, Mollusk’s cover arguably also exploits death metal’s emphasis
on embodiment to move from affect to physicality and, hopefully, to action. Music theorist Arnie Cox has further
posited the mimetic hypothesis, which claims that listeners comprehend music through physical mirroring,
including “playing along” with the musician by mimicking instrumental playing or simply through swaying,
dancing, tapping one’s foot, or even exhaling in time with the rhythms (Cox 2011). Cox further asserts that
different forms of embodiment may affect the listener’s affective states. Citing Antonio Damasio’s, The Feeling
of What Happens: Body and Emotion in the Making of Consciousness (1999), Cox notes that bodily systems such as the
skeletal-motor system and even how the abdominal muscles contract (as in the exhaling in time with rhythms) can
influence the listener’s affective state. Although Damasio’s work comes from a neuroscientific framework, these
ideas similarly recall Wallmark’s theories of death metal asking for listener participation through his evocation of
Deleuze’s comments on music as an embodied art form. Given metal’s emphasis on intense and extreme timbres,
often fast and pounding rhythmic sections, and the expectation of extremely high volumes, the genre already
emphasizes embodied listening and allows for multiple avenues of embodied mimesis.
Within the context of Mollusk’s death metal cover, Wallmark’s implications of empathetic states and Cox’s
hypothesis of embodied mimesis combined with Thunberg’s words create an avenue for possible political action.
Mollusk’s cover invites the listener into an empathetic space with Thunberg to feel her rage and anxiety along with
her but may also inspire a more abstract form of mimesis. While forms of embodied and mimetic listening to metal
may take a variety of forms, including standard metal “dancing” such as headbanging or moshing, when combined
with Thunberg’s words and the invitation for empathy in Mollusk’s cover, it is possible that mimetic action may
apply to more than just immediate physical responses to the beat or loudness. Instead, physical mimesis may also
result in political action through a variety of embodied forms (e.g., personal consumption choices, protesting,
etc.). Thus, mimesis may prove to be an important tool in political action as well as musical understanding, and in
doing so, Mollusk’s cover takes Thunberg’s speech beyond a mere plea to politicians and redistributes power back
to Thunberg. Although Thunberg’s age and gender may seemingly discredit her in the realm of global politics and
activist spaces, death metal’s invitation for empathy and subsequent action through the timbral manipulation of
her words emphasize Thunberg as a more powerful catalyst for change and action than the politicians.
While it can be argued that Mollusk’s cover will appeal predominantly to people who already enjoy death metal,
the cover’s popularity invites a wider audience to empathetically participate in Thunberg’s rage and, subsequently,
in more overt activism. The inclusion of metal music into the sphere of politics may also have larger implications
for the genre, many members of which have notably claimed apolitical stances. Even so, environmentalism has not
been absent in metal, with bands such as Gojira or Cattle Decapitation expressing similar feelings of rage towards
the destruction of earth long before Thunberg’s address. Yet the popularity of the video, and the wide audience it
has reached, in addition to the more urgent conversations that have happened recently, may place more emphasis
on Mollusk’s cover and its potential for empathy and mimesis onto the public stage.
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Music, Affect, and Political Engagement
The Scottish Case

processes that ultimately require cooperation from

By Anna Wright (University of
British Columbia)
Music

and

political

a number of bodies. Becker further asserts that art’s
inherent political function stems from its ability to

affect1

have been intertwined throughout
Scotland’s
Highland

history.
Bagpipe

The

Great

yields

such

unparalleled power in its ability
to spur political and nationalistic incitement that the
instrument was likely outlawed in parts of Scotland
during the 18th century Jacobean uprisings. Traditional
highland dress and instruments of war were prohibited
as specified in the 1746 Act of Proscription, although
accounts differ on the extent to which these bans
were enforced and the elements of highland culture
they included (Sparling 2000, 219-220; MacLeod
1996, 183). The bagpipes’ capacity to stir feeling has
not abated nearly three centuries later, owing in part
to their particularly insistent physical resonance—
whether due to their unique tuning system, drones,
or sheer volume—often arousing both physical and
emotional reaction. The bagpipes have served a role
in Scottish politics and continue to play a role today
in encouraging collective political agency through
pipers’ sustained presence in Scottish social and
political movements. Scottish music, particularly that
of the bagpipe, has evolved to fulfil a more visible yet
flexible role in Scottish society, one reflective of the
population’s changing nationalistic priorities. Music in
Scotland then, specifically that of the Great Highland
Bagpipe, might not be merely a metaphor for past
social processes or a stagnant nationalistic symbol,
but a current and powerful influence on social and
political processes.
The

inherent

expressive

nature

and

communicative ability of music marks it among the
most powerful social instigators. In Art Worlds and
Collective Activity (1982), Howard S. Becker equally
acknowledges both art and education as collaborative

escape censorship, suggesting that the forms of art
which to some extent escape capitalistic processes
consequently to some extent escape censorship (Ibid.,
180). While the collaborative nature of art renders it
vulnerable to political influence due to its reliance on
the absence of censorship and presence of funding,
it would appear that artistic processes unreliant on
restrictions such as funding might not only escape
censorship, but could demonstrate and even undermine
oppressive capitalistic processes via organized, and
uncensored, activism. Bagpipes certainly were a folk
instrument traditionally, and traditional bagpipe
musics (at least those in their most preserved state,
such as Pìobaireachd2) have not subsequently become
particularly commercially successful. The music of
the bagpipe was not played behind closed doors,
ticketed, or exclusive in any way: it was intended for
wide-open spaces, to fall on non-exclusive ears. This
non-capitalistic music-sharing, in theory, should have
granted some degree of immunity from censorship.
Why then might these instruments have been subject
to censorship, given that they participated minimally
in processes of capitalistic reproduction? I suggest
that while bagpipes did not substantially contribute
to the reproduction of monetary capital, they might
have contributed to the reproduction of social capital,
particularly that associated with nationalism, thus
prompting their censorship.
In “The Forms of Capital,” Bourdieu defines social
capital as an “aggregate of actual or potential resources
which are linked to possession of a durable network of
relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition,
membership to a group which provides members
with access to collectively owned capital” (1986, 244).
These are qualities that nationalism demonstrates,
and while the collectively owned capital is not

1 While definitions for affect vary considerably, in this instance I use the term “affect” to describe embodied incitement, collective instigated emotion. This term is often applied to vocal sounds, and can be found in a wide variety of disciplines. While it
is not related to bagpipes specifically, I would draw the reader’s attention to “Sounds of Emotion Production and Perception of
Affect-Related Vocal Acoustics” (Bachorowski and Owren 2003), and the performance work of Julia Úlehla as shown in the documentary/concert film “Encountering Life in Sound: Affect, Vibration, and the Architecture of Sound (Davala Concert)” (2016).
2 Pìobaireachd is “a term used since the 18th century to denote that part of the Highland bagpipe repertory known otherwise
as ceòl mór (‘great music’) or a single item in that repertory” (Cooke 2001). Generally used ceremonially during the 18th century,
the genre is distinct from dance and military music, and may also be called “Pibroch,” in an anglicized spelling of the original
Gaelic term I use here.

continued on next page . . .
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necessarily monetary in this case, nationalism fosters

It is possible that the nationalistic embodied affect

collective agency and embodiment. The affection for

producible through bagpipes is a brand of potential

the bagpipes—an instrument whose acoustic qualities

social capital able to subconsciously manipulate or

are famously divisive, demonstrated by their inclusion

steer political inclinations. And is it this potential social

in medieval paintings depicting both heaven and hell

capital which subjected the bagpipes to censorship in

(Emmerson 1971, 187)—in Scotland, and their ability

the first place? I have speculated that the bagpipes might

to stir nationalistic feeling, may not be just an outlet

have been subjected to censorship to some degree

for musical expression but a form of social capital to

not because of their capacity for reproducing capital

which many of the Scottish people are privy.

as monetary gain, but their capacity for establishing

Becker’s theory of censorship is thus relevant to

a collective social capital. This censorship, instead of

the relationship between the bagpipes and Scottish

quashing the practice and subsequent potential social

national identity: “if the state suppresses an art work,

or political revolutions, might have further promoted

people will try to find some dangerous or radical

the bagpipes’ nationalistic connotations, causing it

political

message

in

it,

and

will usually succeed, no matter
how innocent of such intent
the art was” (Becker 1982, 188).
Perhaps this is a contributing
factor in bagpipes being heavily
ingrained in Scottish identity
and

explains

their

recent

activity on the Scottish political
scene (particularly those linked
with

Scottish

nationalism

and

independence).

The

interpretation of the music of the
bagpipes—according to Becker’s
theory—might have morphed

to have yet more potency in

...the bagpipes have

inciting nationalistic feeling and
encouraging mass-agency.
The popularity of the bagpipes

evolved—not in their

today certainly reflects a society

sonic and physical

traditional music; the bagpipes

increasingly

proud

of

its

have evolved—not in their sonic

effects, but in the ways

and physical effects, but in the

they are used and

culturally. The bagpipes are now

perceived culturally.

as a consequence of censorship

ways they are used and perceived
a common sight in rock and pop
bands alongside electric guitars
and drum kits, with groups such
as The Red Hot Chili Pipers,
Mànran, and Face The West,

from a somewhat innocent form of expression to one

who cover rock standards, write rock and pop style

with nationalistic connotations, eventually becoming

music featuring traditional instruments and the Gaelic

synonymous with the “dangerous or radical political

language, and mix electronic dance music and dubstep

message” of Scottish independence or nationalistic

styles featuring amped-up bass lines with bagpipe

expression. If this bold, penetrating, sound—wielded

melodies (see particularly Face The West’s song “Heb

in the outdoors—were interpreted as aggressive by

Celt Bounce”).3 The frequent inclusion of bagpipes in

the listener, it might prompt a desire to control the

popular music reflects a modern younger generation

reproduction of and exposure to this behaviour while

cognizant of a national identity that they feel the need

simultaneously granting it a social status and conceding

or desire to express. The instrument’s previous genre

it to be part of the players’ (and nation’s) identity. While

limitations have consequently been broadened or

it is plausible that bagpipe music has been affected by

even disposed of entirely, reflective of this modern,

political censorship, I would hasten to add that, at least

bagpipe-wielding, society.

in the case of the Scottish bagpipes, music was and is

The

deep-rooted

synonymy

with

Scottish

not only vulnerable to political influence—the politics

national identity that has arisen out of the above social

might be equally vulnerable to musical influence.

processes (and, no doubt, others not mentioned here)

3

This song is featured on Face the West’s eponymous 2015 album Face The West—The Tunes.

continued on next page . . .
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has granted the bagpipes a powerful potential role
in inciting nationalistic feeling, especially in recent
decades wherein the discussion around Scottish
independence has been rekindled. The bagpipes’
presence at events such as the opening of the Scottish
Parliament,

independence

marches,

and

general

elections appears to me more than substantial—
although I realize that media coverage of political
events is another censorial discussion entirely separate
from my argument here.
Music is not only a metaphor for social processes,
but a powerful stimulant affecting these processes.
The relationship between art and politics is not

Protest music in Scotland
has evolved from the bold
massed pipes once used
to march men to war into
a tactful, peaceful,
almost subliminal—yet
no less compelling—
incitement to political
and social action.

unidirectional but a complex give-and-take, where
each influences and is influenced. Music in Scotland
today, that of the bagpipe and otherwise, increasingly
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Spell-Song as Affective Mobilization
By Jacob Secor (University of Chicago)
Esperanza Spalding’s most recent project, 12 Little Spells (2019), is not so much “music” as it is,
in her terms, the “non-category” of “what would happen if….” It is a collection of spell-songs
designed to spread “nourishing energies” throughout its proximate assemblages, body through
body. Each spell, represented in the conventional track listing as “song,” is intricately designed
to put into motion a particular affective engagement between actors brought together in
intersubjective proximity. Each orbits a particular body part (hips, fingers, solar portal, etc.) and
channels a cluster of affectual intentions, participating in what I call affective mobilization: the
intentional harnessing of “nourishing energies”—the sharing of “healing sensations.”1
This brief essay is a re-presentation of Spalding’s spell-songs as affective mobilizations, collected here as
an artist’s contribution to contemporary discussions of music and affect. Like that of 12 Little Spells, the essay’s
form is multimodal, veering sharply at times between evocative and descriptive prose. Forsaking convenience, it
resists alignment with any particular preexisting theory, and instead seeks to admit Spalding’s own conception of
mobilized sensations into affect’s “inventory of shimmers” (Gregg and Seigworth 2010).2 Nevertheless, I must note
that my translation of Spalding’s ideas does deny a thesis woven through many contemporary affect theories: that
affect is somehow pre- or non-conscious.3 Spalding mobilizes these “sensation-revelations,” these “healing, tingling
effects.” In the form of sounds and imagery, they are pushed out to the intersubjective sea, flowing through bodies
and persons in the affecting range (audible, visible, or otherwise).4

Images 1 (above) and 2 (r) captured
from Spalding’s website (n.d.). Artist:
Carmen Daneshmandi.

1 I seek to take Spalding’s ideas about “sensations” and “energies” on her own terms and experience the spell-songs as she
might want us to. This publication of that experience in print, though necessarily mediated by linguistic representation, strives
to amplify her project and its intentions to an academic audience where we frequently find ourselves locked in institutional
echo chambers. As such, I have intentionally relegated explicit dialogue with theories of affect to the footnotes in most cases.
My hope is this paper might provoke further listening, viewing, and feeling of 12 Little Spells, bringing others into its affectual assemblages, and leading us to reconsider our preconceptions about the bounds of affect. It should be noted that, to my
knowledge, Spalding does not herself use the term “affect.” However, as I intend to show, at least part of her project is clearly
about “public feelings” or some form of “making feelings public” that we might call affective mobilization. (For an example, see
Muñoz and Berlant’s long-standing project, articulated in print in their articles featured in Vol. 19 [2009] of Women and Performance.)
2

For a more critical collection of affective genealogies, see Leys (2017).

3 Affect is often taken to be immediate and therefore pre-linguistic, pre-symbolic, and pre-conceptual. Massumi (1987, 1995)
and Sedgwick and Frank (1995) have been very influential in this regard. As Grant (2018) has argued, theories which privilege
the liminality of affect, often as an emergent phenomena, obscure the ideological structures of power at play in affect’s mediation
or even its production.
4

Here I follow Gary Tomlinson (2016) in my resistance to the notion that affect is somehow non-agential.

continued on next page . . .
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Spell-Song as Affective Mobilization
. . . continued

							
The letter on the previous page was captured
from Spalding’s website (Spalding, n.d.).5 Boldface
words contour the nodes of her narrative-cummanifesto. Spalding moves from “musician” to
“what would happen if…,” reflecting not only the
experimental trajectory of the work to come, but
its potential effervescence, its bubbling-up of
intensity. “Idea” unveils Spalding’s intentionality,
for there would be no spell without its conception.
“Tingling,” the idea gains reparative embodied
context in its “healing sensations.” And “yes,” she
says. A joyful affirmation of her artistic/magical
capacity. Mobilized in spell-song form, these
“nourishing energies” take on an intersubjective
range of affective consequences. In calling on
the imperative, “just feel it,” Spalding prescribes
a situated listening practice, instead of staking a
metaphysical claim to musical ineffability.
The first of the spell-songs, “12 Little Spells
(thoracic spine)” grounds the work’s relational
impetus. The accompanying image (Image 3)
displays a text reading, “(thoracic spine) Grounded
sensation

of

perpetual

connection

with

the

immensity of the external world. 12 LITTLE

Image 3

SPELLS.”6 Behind it, Spalding is seated, facing away,
among fabrics saturated in blue and pink. Rigid flakes of gold fall from her spine, or… are they congealing, caught
in its gravitational pull? With the downbeat of its symphonic introduction, a music video shows previously static
golden nodes being put into motion, their shifting relations creating a field in flux. Spalding’s vocals enter with
her portrait. The field has gone static again, less the movement of her lips. She appears alone, lonely even. But
the spell-song draws awareness to her perennial network, her “perpetual connection.” Through “sensation[s] of
infinite exchange,” Spalding harnesses tension between inside and outside, affected and affecting, spell and song,
illuminating the very fabrication of such ontologies.7 In its final scene, Spalding faces forward, staring directly at
us, grooving with the intensity of prayer/meditation/sorcery. Winged in golden strings, she glistens. She shines
bold, present with the “immensity of the external world,” singing: “Compelled to give itself the moment it is for…
Compelled to give yourself the moment you are for…”
With each spell-song, another cluster of potential, another affective mobilization. Some orbit bodily centers
related to so-called “common senses”—ears, fingers, mouth, eyes. These spells generally affirm the possibility
for an affective consciousness. “’Til the Next Full (eyes)” calls forth the “hidden potentials behind ‘sight’ based
perception,” offering its interlocutors another lens, one which mirrors inward toward the self, “to see the magic
5

This letter was also used as a bio in promotion of Spalding’s 2018 tours.

6 Images 3-5 were captured from Spalding’s Instagram page @esperanzaspalding in 2018; and each image was replicated in
the CD liner notes the following year, with the overlaid text removed and placed alongside as a caption. All three images were
created by artist Carmen Daneshmandi.
7 This quotation is taken from the accompanying spell description in the CD booklet (Spalding 2019). On “affected and affecting” see Massumi (1987).

continued on next page . . .
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Spell-Song as Affective Mobilization
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all these hollow seeming nows contain.”8 Here, the eyes
might act not merely as sense organs, apprehending the
outside world, but as self-conscious vestibules wherein
the outside and the inside meet, where the subject might
draw awareness to the body’s affectual processes and
enter into conversation with them. Other spell-songs
revoke mindfulness, or at least, offer an alternative mode
than that imbued in us by progress-driven narratives of
modern intellect. “Dancing the Animal (mind)” retrieves
“experiential presence and response” from the subjection
of “thought, inquiry, and analysis.”9 Overwhelmed with
the “achievements” of modern life, Spalding calls out to
the sacred, pleading for divine intervention. “If there is
a God out there, once you’ve ended famine and warfare,
could you please help these endless emails disappear?
Oh, and, show us how to fix the climate while you’re
here?” Her inquiry falls short, and the spell-song tumbles
into an anxious spiral climaxing in self-interrogation.
“Try asking the one you are trying to avoid… Yourself.”
Re-establishing the groove, video footage of a highway
of traveling cars is rewound, activating a teleological
Image 4

inversion. A coda culminates with the urging vocal
declaration, “guard the animal, guard the tangible, God’s
the animal, God’s the tangible in you.”10

		

Spalding recalls her initiation into reiki as aiding her embrace of these intersubjectively mobile healing

energies, these affective consequences mobilized by Spalding and mediated by the sounds and imagery of 12 Little
Spells.11 But she also hints that such relational energies might be harnessed in performance practice writ large.
To value 12 Little Spells as uniquely affective is to miss the point. Drawing our awareness to these spell-songs as
theory might stretch and bend our ideas of feelings, affect, consciousness, and intentionality. Foregrounding the
work itself might also mend the historical bruises of music’s role in affect theory.12 In the process, it might open up
new possibilities for thinking, feeling, and doing affect.

8 See Image 4. The accompanying spell description reads, “[a]ides in revealing the hidden potentials behind ‘sight’ based
perception filling the faculty of sight.” (Spalding 2019); the second quotation is lyrical.
9

See Image 5.

10 Here we might imagine the “tangible in you” as the kinds of embodied knowledge referred to by phenomenologists such
as Frantz Fanon (1952) and Maurice Merleau-Ponty (2005) or, alternatively, what Diana Taylor (2003) has theorized as “the
repertoire.”
11
As of November 2019, the International Association of Reiki Practitioner’s website described reiki as a “healing art offering
beneficial, calming, balancing and stress-reducing effects” generally transmitted through bodily contact and emotional attunement.
12 Music has played a central, sometimes paradoxical, role in theories of affect from the Affektenlehre to “la ritournelle.” By
dedicating more investment to the musical object itself, we might find new insights into affect’s ontologies. For a history of

music in affect, as well as a call to focus on its objects, see Grant (2018); for a thorough critique of Deleuze’s pivotal theorizations
of music, see Gallope (2010).
continued on next page . . .
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“When Your Archive Is Telling You Something,
You Should Pay Attention to It”
An Interview with Dr. Roger Mathew Grant
By Brian Fairley (New York University)
Roger Mathew Grant, associate professor of music at Wesleyan University, is a music theorist and historian,
with special focus on eighteenth-century music, Enlightenment aesthetics, and early modern science.
His forthcoming book, Peculiar Attunements: How Affect Theory Turned Musical (Fordham University Press,
2020), turns to eighteenth-century debates in music theory and aesthetics to reveal a moment of crisis
strikingly similar to the one that produced a surge in affect theory in the 1990s. Some of the book’s key
points, especially regarding the concept of the Affektenlehre as understood in Baroque music theory,
appear in a recent article in Representations (Grant 2018). The following interview has been condensed
and edited for clarity.
BF: When you started this project, how did you see affect theory being used in music studies?
RMG: The condition that I observed at the time—let’s say 2014 or so—was that music scholars were getting
interested in affect theory, but primarily, as music scholars tend to do, they were trying to borrow from affect
theory to explain music. Which is fantastic and extremely important, and I’m very invested in it. But it also
seemed to me that we, as music scholars, had this huge trove of documents about affect theory that basically only
we have the skills to interpret and explain to other people interested in affect theory. And so that seemed to me
like a major missed opportunity.
It also seemed to me that people who had written about
affect theory before—people like Sianne Ngai (2005, 2012)
and Lauren Berlant (2011), others like Rei Terada (2001), and
even Brian Massumi (2002) himself—were at least glancingly
aware of the existence of something called the Affektenlehre,
but more or less had included one or two sentences about it
that had been lifted from the [New] Grove Dictionary [of Music
and Musicians]. Because they weren’t going to read those
documents—I mean, they don’t have the skills to interpret
them. Not only was this a missed opportunity, but it was
almost, dare I say, a kind of responsibility for people who
can interpret those documents to explain them to people
interested in affect theory, because nobody else is going to do

Roger Mathew Grant (L) and Brian Fairley

that. If the history of music theory has a moment to dust off
its lapels and shine for the rest of the humanities, maybe this
is it.

BF: Can you elaborate on the Affektenlehre, and then trace your book’s argument from there?
RMG: The Affektenlehre is a kind of movement within historical music theory, in which composers, theorists,
and critics came to a very unstable consensus that music has the power to signify—to act as a sign—and to
communicate, independently of any text that might accompany it. The term Affektenlehre itself comes to us from
early twentieth century German musicology, and there was at one time a belief that in the Baroque era—the
late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries—this consensus was largely agreed upon by theorists, critics,
and composers, and that one could therefore identify precisely those key signatures, meters, styles, or rhythmic
continued on next page . . .
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“When Your Archive Is Telling You Something,
You Should Pay Attention to It” . . . continued
tones were “saying.” There was an idea of Baroque opera that it presented, you know, a series of caricatured
affects paraded one after the next. That’s from Joseph Kerman, in Opera as Drama ([1956] 1988, 49). In the
same context, he called that era of opera the “dark ages.” In the 1980s, George Buelow (1984) examined the
inconsistencies among the theoretical treatises and the musical compositions themselves, and declared that,
because of all of these contradictions—because no uniform doctrine had ever really emerged about affect in the
eighteenth century—that we really shouldn’t continue to investigate it or believe that there had ever really been
an Affektenlehre. And that’s been pretty much the musicological party line since that time.
So what I’m trying to do is to ask questions not about what the affects were—how they were characterized
in music—but rather why it was that, at this particular moment, so many theorists and composers and critics
seemed to believe that it was possible to say something

...it was...a kind of
responsibility for people
who can interpret those
documents to explain them
to people interested in affect
theory.... If the history of
music theory has a moment to
dust off its lapels and shine
for the rest of the humanities,
maybe this is it.

definite about them. And the reason that occurred, I
argue, is that there was a basic crisis within aesthetic
theory in the eighteenth century, because music really
did not fit in to the prevailing understanding of how art
worked. There was a neo-Aristotelian idea of how art
should function, which was that art should imitate the
beautiful in nature, that it should present us with definite
imitations or representations of the real world, and
musical tones—outside of any kind of text or libretto or
story or liturgical context—they really do a very bad job of
doing that. I mean, maybe apart from a thunderclap or a
bird call, musical tones do a very bad job at imitating the
natural world. And so certain critics within the eighteenth
century, bumping up against the frustration that they
couldn’t manage to fit music inside their systems of the
arts, decided that music might, in fact, have some ability,

as material sound vibration, to work directly on the body. That is, music was affective, but it wasn’t affective
because it fit inside the traditional structure of imitation, rather because it sailed directly to the nerves of the
listener and communicated with the interior of the human body, in a way that none of the other arts could. And
so this, I think, is actually the closest to a pendant for our contemporary theory of affect. It’s a second stage in the
Affektenlehre—a very understudied stage, which I call the “attunement Affektenlehre”—and it’s one that most closely
corresponds to our contemporary discourses of affect. And so in the book, I try to examine that overlooked
stage of the Affektenlehre, and to ask questions about what we can learn with it by putting it in dialogue with
contemporary affect theory.
BF: In your article, I sense a subtle but audible plea to music to not just ride the wave of theory, but rather to sort
of reverse the current in some way. Is that something you’re trying to do?
RMG: Yes, but let me preface this by saying that, since the New Musicology of the 1990s and 2000s, I think we as
a field have actually done a really amazing job at not only making ourselves legible to the rest of the humanities,
but also being in dialogue with them and borrowing ideas from the rest of the humanities. But what hasn’t
happened as much is that we haven’t opened up our arcane corners, as it were, to areas of study that might find
them incredibly useful, you know? There are absolutely incredible questions to be asked about performance,
continued on next page . . .
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“When Your Archive Is Telling You Something,
You Should Pay Attention to It” . . . continued
and authenticity, and any number of different areas of theoretical inquiry, which we actually, because of our
expertise in music, have a great ability to contribute to. And so that is one of the things that I hope the book is
modeling, which is, yes, there are actually a lot of ways in which we can insert ourselves into the conversation not
by borrowing but also by giving.
BF: Do you see a place where this sort of historical genealogy can offer something to ethnomusicology in theory
or method?
RMG: I really hope so, yes. And I’m really indebted here to Gary Tomlinson (1999, 2001, 2007), especially,
who was a mentor of mine, and who pointed out how, in the eighteenth century, intellectual history was really
shaped by a culture of encounter and exchange. And that the understanding of the human subject—especially as
it’s articulated in works by Denis Diderot, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and Giambattista Vico in particular—was
very much a product of understanding the modern, inward-reflecting Self as something in contradistinction to
and developed in articulation with a kind of understanding of difference from this imagined, exterior Other,
that inhabits the rest of the globe. And that was, you know, the result of a process of discovery and encounter.
And so, if the story that I’m telling you about affect is ultimately a story about the constitution of a kind of
inward-reflecting, contemporary, modern subject, it’s one that relies on this history of encounter. And so what
I would love to be in dialogue with ethnomusicology about is that affect, as we currently understand it, has
a historicity to it that is grounded in this logic of encounter and alterity in the eighteenth century. And the
detailed understanding of affect, historically, actually entails something of the history of ethnomusicology and
anthropology as disciplines, in fact. So I want to encourage us to think with these concepts, theoretically and
historically at the same time.
BF: What sort of response have you gotten from scholars
who are, for lack of a better term, dyed-in-the-wool affect
theorists?
RG: I have actually gotten a lot of responses, and this
was crucial to the development of the project. I gave a
keynote for a conference at Berkeley, which became the
Representations article, and a faculty member in literature
asked me a series of questions. And I answered everything
very genealogically, very historically, trying to appear as
though I was coming at this from a purely historicist kind
of perspective. And so she finally gets to the end of her
questions and asks me, “Okay, well then, so what are you
offering?” And I really took her comment and her question
very seriously, like, What am I offering? And I realized that

Affect theory today is

inherently objectless:
What would happen if we
took the objects of affect
theory seriously? [...] What

if we grant to objects
a little bit of agency?

what I wanted to do was actually not to borrow from the
vitalist, materialist theories that look like our contemporary theories of affect, but to borrow from the earlier,
taxonomic theories, and to ask questions about that earlier set of documents, and what this rather different
theoretical apparatus might do in the contemporary world. And the answer to that ended up being something
like this. Affect theory today is inherently objectless: What would happen if we took the objects of affect theory
continued on next page . . .
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“When Your Archive Is Telling You Something,
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seriously? That is, the objects that engender affects in subjects? What if the story of affect theory isn’t just limited
to subjective interiors, and subjective responses, and corporeal responses to the outside world? What if we grant
to objects a little bit of agency? And here I kind of am riffing off of object-oriented ontology, and object-oriented
feminism, and a little bit off David Halperin’s work on the objects of sexual desire (2016), and trying to ask
questions like, Okay, if objects have agency, then what is their place? What is their node in a system of affective
linkages, and can we take them seriously? Can we say anything about them objectively? Can we say anything
about them aesthetically? And so my suggestion is, yes, we can, and that, in order to do so, we’re going to have to
learn from an earlier moment in affect theory.
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participation. We encourage students interested in publishing with us to submit
during calls for submission, regardless of their first language.
Additionally, we welcome and encourage submissions in a variety of formats,
written and otherwise. If you are interested in contributing an innovative written,
photographic, audio/video, or multimedia article to SEM Student News, please
contact the editor at semstudentnews@gmail.com.
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What Are We (Not) Talking About When We
Say “Music and Affect?”
An Annotated Bibliography

By Wangcaixuan (Rosa) Zhang (University of Pittsburgh)
Affect has a long and rich intellectual heritage, as is detailed in Roger Mathew Grant’s article “Music Lessons on Affect
and its Objects” (2018), as well as throughout his interview with Brian Fairley in this issue. Generations of scholars have
worked to identify, explain, and understand its relationship with music. Different perspectives and theoretical approaches
have been developed to help us analyze and write about the feelings and emotions that emerge in musical experiences.
Foremost among them are: music and embodiment, music and sensory studies, sound studies, performance studies,
and music and movement. As I approached this annotated bibliography, my aim was to remind readers that many
disciplinary themes in our field had been shaped around our curiosity about affect in/as/of music. Instead of viewing
work on embodiment and the senses as separate academic endeavors, it is useful to consider and link those areas and
value that scholarship as an incredible reference in furthering our comprehension of and around affect. This is why I
recommend that readers revisit previous issues of SEM Student Newsletter, in particular the issues on Sensory and Sound
Studies (13.2) and Music and Movement (15.1) to look for more resources.
Despite current efforts in affect scholarship, connections between affect and culture are still very often downplayed or
ignored. In her 2015 article “Ethnomusicology without Erotics,” Deborah Wong states,
“An erotics is the place where the affective and the structural come together and where corporeal control is felt and made
visible. Erotics are simultaneously material and immaterial. Corporeal control is experienced at the meeting point between a
body and a social system, where it is “felt” tactilely through the fingertips and the skin and “felt” emotionally and spiritually.
Erotics are where bodies meet bodies and where subjectivity comes home to roost in a body” (179).

Wong makes the connections or circuits between affect, the body, and cultural or political systems of understanding
explicit in this piece, and suggests that noting these connections is just as important as identifying affective experience.
How can we avoid “writ[ing] about a bleak world devoid of desire and empty of erotics” (Wong 2015, 178)?
This annotated bibliography aims to show pre-existing perspectives—what are we talking about when we say “music
and affect,” “music and senses,” “sound studies and embodiment”—and to inspire the readers to think about affect in
new ways, perhaps to better incorporate the structural aspects of affect into our own scholarship. A complementary and
more extensive bibliography, including more selected publications as well as online resources, will be published on our
website soon. If you have any addition to our resource list or any suggestions for this column, please contact us!

Annotated Bibliography
Bull, Michael, and Jon P. Mitchell, eds. 2015. Ritual, Performance and the Senses. New York: Bloomsbury.
Written by Incorporating three distinct fields—cognitive studies, performance studies and anthropology of senses—this
collective volume of essays presents a multi-sensorial reading of ritual experiences, answering the questions on how the
embodiment of religious practices have emerged and been transmitted in various cultural and religious contexts. Readers
who are interested in religious sounds and affect will find this book useful in decoding affect through studies of senses,
bodily engagements, space, and sounds.

continued on next page . . .
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“Music and Affect”
		

. . . continued

Cochrane, Tom, Bernardino Fantini, and Klaus R. Scherer. 2013. The Emotional Power of Music: Multidisciplinary
Perspectives on Musical Arousal, Expression, and Social Control. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Compiled works from musicians and composers, philosophers, musicologists, historians, sociologists, psychologists and
neuroscientists, The Emotional Power of Music is a multidisciplinary volume discussing the relationship between music and
emotional arousal. It sheds light on issues of musical expressivity, the role of music in eliciting emotions, and how the
affective powers of music have been used and manipulated throughout historical periods in different cultural contexts.

Gallope, Michael. 2017. Deep Refrains: Music, Philosophy, and the Ineffable. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Drawing writings of Arthur Schopenhauer, Friedrich Nietzsche, Ernst Bloch, Theodor Adorno, Vladimir Jankélévitch, Gilles
Deleuze, and Félix Guattari, author Michael Gallope revisits the discussion around the ineffable affective power of music. By
presenting new interpretations on those philosophical texts on music and ineffability, Gallope argues that the academic and
philosophical interest on music’s ineffability is neither a banal conversation nor a call to cease the music. Instead, re-reading
and re-interpreting those texts allow us to rethink about music and its affective power, to understand music as a stunning
force in various historical contexts and philosophical orientations. This book offers inspirational philosophical foundations
in understanding music and affect, and music in general, which could be beneficial for all music scholars.
A shorter article by Gallope (2010) that also connects philosophy with affect theory is featured in Secor (pg. 31).

Gill, Denise. 2017. Melancholic Modalities: Affect, Islam, and Turkish Classical Musicians. Oxford & New York: Oxford
University Press.
Exploring how Turkish classical musicians in Turkish urban centers engage with music-making, Denise Gill’s Melancholic
Modalities, as the first book-length ethnography of Turkish classical music, serves as a wonderful entry point to understand
how Turkish classical musicians negotiate their identities and the meanings of their music within the conflicted social, cultural
and political environment of contemporary Turkey. Putting a strong emphasis on Turkish classical musicians and their
performances, the author offers a fresh perspective to understand music and affect. Instead of asking the questions, “Does
music elicit affect?” or “Does music express affect?” (16), the author focuses on the musicians, explaining and interpreting
how musicians demonstrate the idea of affect and how such affect is constructed through their experiences in both musicmaking and daily lives. Featured in Hofman (pg. 4).

Grant, Roger Mathew. 2018. “Music Lessons on Affect and Its Objects.” Representations 144: 34–60.
Roger Mathew Grant, who is interviewed by Brian Fairley in this issue, lays out several significant arguments about the
state of studies of affect today. By placing the recent turn to affect in several academic fields into dialogue with a parallel
movement that happened in eighteenth-century music theory, the author proposes a materialist approach in accounting for
the affective power of music. He criticizes the lack of attention on the object in affect theory today and raises questions such
as: What would happen if we took the objects of affect theory seriously? How do we think about the objects that engender
affects in their subjects? What if the story of affect theory isn’t just limited to subjective interiors, and subjective responses,
and corporeal responses to the outside world? What if we grant to objects a little bit of agency?
Featured in Freedman (pg. 13) and Secor (pg. 29); and the author is interviewed in Fairley (pg. 33).

continued on next page . . .
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. . . continued

Gray, Lila Ellen. 2013. Fado Resounding: Affective Politics and Urban Life. Durham, NC: Duke University Press.
With ethnographic accounts on amateur fado musicians, fadistas (fado singers), communities of listeners, poets, fans, and
cultural brokers in the twenty-first century, Fado Resounding presents an interesting picture of Lisbon’s fado scene today. The
author paints a vivid image of how music has become an active drive, and possesses such affective/political force in shaping
one’s life. Gray transforms understanding of power through sounds, sonic memories, and musical styles.

Porcello, Thomas, Louise Meintjes, Ana Maria Ochoa, and David W. Samuels. 2010. “The Reorganization of the
Sensory World.” Annual Review of Anthropology 39: 51–66.
This article traces three sensory genealogies within anthropology: the research of Ong and McLuhan as critiqued and
developed by David Howes and the Concordia Project; phenomenological studies by Paul Stoller; and a materialist approach
promoted by Nadia Seremetakis. It offers a comprehensive overview of various directions and development that happened
in sensorial studies in the last twenty years. The authors argue that researchers tend to focus only on individual senses
while only one or two senses are frequently discussed. It is the time for a more integrated and multi-sensorial approach to
our studies of senses. It is also suggested that the discourses of language as well as new media should be included and more
fully articulated in understanding the senses. This article will be a perfect introduction for anyone who is interested in the
sensorial approach in describing affect and feeling.

Thompson, Marie and Ian Biddle, eds. 2013. Sound, Music, Affect: Theorizing Sonic Experience. London and New York:
Bloomsbury Academic.
Sound, Music, Affect is collective volume, gathering scholars from cultural theory, history, literary studies, media studies,
architecture, philosophy, and musicology, about creating an interactive and productive conversation between sound studies
and affect studies. In addition to exploring key methodological and theoretical concerns, this book also includes specific case
studies, discussing various ways that affect theory might transform and reshape the way we understand musical materials.
Furthermore, it looks into the politics and practices of sonic disruption, for instance the appropriation of “bad vibe” in
different contexts as affective experiences. The final part of this book talks about the politics of “chill” and “relaxation” in
musical encounters. Featured in Hofman (pg. 4).

Wong, Deborah. 2015. “Ethnomusicology without Erotics.” Women and Music: A Journal of Gender and Culture 19 (1):
178–85.
In this article, Deborah Wong points out a perceived lack of attention on erotics in ethnomusicology. She defines erotics
as the place where the affective power of music meets with the social structure, shaping and reshaping musical meaning
and one’s musical experience. Instead of running away from erotics, Wong suggests that we should foreground erotics in
our ethnomusicological research to better address “affective sweep of music” (181) with ethnographic methods. To include
this piece of writing in this annotated bibliography is to emphasize the importance of erotics in discussing music and
affect, and hopefully to initiate more discussion around the relationship between erotics and affect in musical experience.
Ending her article with a manifesto, the author asks us, as ethnomusicologists, to throw away our disciplinary baggage, to
listen, teach, and deliberate on erotics in our professional lives.
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Eugenia is a PhD candidate in ethnomusicology at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
After completing an MA in Ethnomusicology at Wesleyan University, researching identity
in choral music and performance in Oahu, Hawai'i, she broadened her scholarly interests
to include voice studies and sound studies, and how they may be applied to choral musical
practice. Her current projects focus on her experiences singing with and observing semiprofessional and professional choirs in North America and Europe.

Jesse Freedman, Assistant Editor
Jesse is a PhD candidate in ethnomusicology at the University of California, Riverside. His research
draws on historical and ethnographic methods to explore the role of the nueva canción movement in
the political identity of Chilean exile communities in East Germany and other Soviet Bloc states in
the 1970s. Jesse holds a BM and MM in classical guitar performance from Guilford College and the
University of Southern California, respectively.

Katherine Morics, Copy Editor
Katherine is an MA/PhD student in ethnomusicology at the University of California, Santa
Barbara. She holds a BA in music, with an emphasis in ethnomusicology, from Reed College,
where she completed an ethnographic thesis examining music education in underserved
public schools. She is currently interested in issues of space and locality in the live music
scenes of cities on the United States/Mexico border, particularly El Paso, Texas.

Samuel Chan, Associate Editor
Samuel Chan is a PhD student in ethnomusicology at New York University. He received an MA
in music/integrative studies from UC San Diego, where he wrote about the politics of musical
aversion, vocal timbre, and memes in contemporary Hong Kong. He holds a BA in music with first
class honors from the Chinese University of Hong Kong. His current research interests include
sonic failure, musical ambivalence, transpacific sound studies, critical university studies, and
gastromusicology.

Wangcaixuan (Rosa) Zhang, Associate Editor & Researcher
Rosa is a PhD student in ethnomusicology at the University of Pittsburgh. She holds a BA in
music from Emory University and an MA in ethnomusicology from the Chinese University
of Hong Kong, where she completed her thesis entitled “Buddha’s Songs: Musical Practices in
Taiwanese Buddhist Renaissance.” Rosa’s primary interest is Chinese popular music and the
rise of various singing contest reality shows. She is currently investigating how reality shows
construct a “Voice of China” and a narrative of the “China Dream.”
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Hannah is a PhD candidate in ethnomusicology and researcher for the Office of Public
Scholarship and Engagement at UC Davis. She is collaborating with a group of women
musicians in Sacramento as well as an international alliance of rock music camps for girls.
Her research focuses on the politics of voice and voicing in intergenerational community
organizing.

Diego Pani, Media Columnist
Diego is a PhD student in ethnomusicology at Memorial University of Newfoundland. His
research focuses on media as learning devices among young generations of musicians, and
the roles of audio and video materials in the vernacular traditions of Sardinia. Diego also
produces documentary films, web documentaries, and photo reportages. Besides his academic
work, he sings in the rock ‘n’ roll band King Howl and manages Talk About Records, a DIY
record label specializing in blues, rock ‘n’ roll, and punk musics.

Jon Bullock, Writer
Jon Bullock is a PhD candidate in ethnomusicology at the University of Chicago. He holds a
BA in religion, an MA in ethnomusicology, and an MA in music. His research interests include
the interstices of music and nationalism, modernity, and global migration/diaspora. He
has also written about music and religion, including music censorship within the Christian
church, and various sonic phenomena within Islamic performative and theological traditions.
The working title of his dissertation project is “(Re)sounding Tradition: Iraqi Kurdish
Musicians and the Transformation of Musical Practice, 1923–Present.”

Brian Fairley, Writer
Brian is a second-year PhD student in ethnomusicology at New York University, pursuing
research on practices of the voice and media archaeology in the Republic of Georgia and
among theater ensembles in the Polish physical theater tradition. He received his MA from
Wesleyan University in 2017, with a thesis entitled “The Gurian Trio Song: Memory, Media,
and Improvisation in a Georgian Folk Genre.” Brian is also a pianist, dramaturg, and member
of Gamelan Kusuma Laras in New York.
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